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Abstract— Most of the countries round the Ocean are 

vulnerable by storm surges related to severe tropical cyclones. 

The destruction as a result of the storm surge flooding may be 

a serious concern on the coastal regions of Bharat, 

Bangladesh, Myanmar, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and Oman. Storm 

surges because significant loss of lives and property harm to 

the coastal structures and losses of agriculture that cause 

annual economic losses in these countries. These and most of 

the world’s greatest natural disasters related to the tropical 

cyclones are directly attributed to storm surges. The most 

objective of this text is to focus on the recent developments in 

storm surge prediction within the Bay of geographic region 

and also the Arabian Sea. Delivering correct cyclone forecasts 

in time is of key importance once it involves saving human 

lives and reducing economic loss. Difficulties arise as a result 

of the geographical and climatological characteristics of the 

varied cyclone formation basins aren't similar, that entails that 

one prediction technique cannot yield reliable performance 

altogether ocean basins. For this reason, world prediction 

techniques ought to be applied beside basin-specific 

techniques to extend the forecast accuracy. As cyclone track 

is ruled by a variety of things variations in weather, wind 

pressure, ocean surface temperature, air temperature, ocean 

currents, and also the earth’ move force the Coriolis force, it's 

a formidable task to mix these parameters and turn out reliable 

and correct forecasts. In recent years, the provision of 

appropriate information has augmented and a lot of advanced 

prediction techniques are developed, additionally to recent 

techniques having been changed. Specifically, artificial neural 

network primarily based techniques are currently being 

thought-about at earth science offices. This new technique 

uses freely offered satellite pictures as input, will be run on 

commonplace and may produce forecasts with good accuracy. 

For these reasons, artificial neural network based techniques 

seem especially suited for developing countries which have 

limited capacity to forecast cyclones and where human 

casualties are the highest. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The damage from land falling cyclones is mainly due to three 

factors: rain, strong winds, and storm surges. Storm surges 

associated with severe tropical cyclones are by far the most 

damaging. Death and destruction arise directly from the 

intense winds that are characteristic of tropical cyclones 

processing over a massive surface of water. If delimited by a 

shallow basin, these winds cause the ocean water to compile 

on the coast and cause inundation and flooding of coastal 

regions. Concerning 90% of the harm is as a result of 

inundation of land by ocean water. additionally, flooding of 

the stream deltas happens from the combined effects of tides 

and surges from the ocean, that penetrate into the rivers, as a 

result of at a similar time, excess water within the rivers as a 

result of significant rains from the cyclone is attempting to 

flow through the rivers into the ocean. 

Almost all the loss of lives and most of the harm 

from a tropical cyclone air thanks to the storm surge 

generated by the cyclones. Thus, the period of time 

observance and warning of storm surges is of nice interest. 

it's necessary that the matter of the storm surge be seriously 

addressed  by the countries of the varied regions through 

collective efforts associate degrees in an integrated manner. 

During this study, the cyclonic storm is that the sole actuation 

for the propellant processes within the ocean.  

II. DEVELOPMENT OF CYCLONES 

A tropical cyclone may be a nonaggressive system with a heat 

core that forms over tropical and climatic zone waters. The 

tropical and climatic zone oceans receive massive amounts of 

energy from the sun. This energy is free into the atmosphere 

within the kind of vapor. The discharge of warmth causes 

associate degree upward motion of air, making a 

nonaggressive zone that's set into spin by the rotation of the 

planet. Once the energy contained during this coiled air flow 

is high enough, a cyclone is made. 

Though the event of tropical cyclones follows these 

2 consecutive stages, the initial formation of nonaggressive 

zones and also the development of those nonaggressive zones 

into cyclones might doubtless be suffering from many 

factors: 

1) Heat accumulated within the ocean waters includes the 

most supply of energy for developing cyclones. this 

implies that the ocean water should be heat enough 

(≥26.5°C) up to a definite depth (usually 50 m) so the 

warmth build-up will provide the energy necessary for 

the formation of the cyclone.  

2) A scenario should prevail wherever part temperature 

decreases sharply with height (like in an exceedingly 

thunderstorm). The variations in temperature facilitates 

heat transfer from the warn ocean surface into the 

atmosphere.  

3) Mid-tropospheric air layer should be dampish because it 

promotes massive scale electrical storm activity.  

4) The depression zone should not be set too near the 

equator (it should be a minimum of at a 500 kilometre 

distance from the equator so the depression system will 

be sustained through the coriolis force).  

5) The depression zone should have enough vorticity1 and 

influx of air (convergence).  

6) Wind speed should not vary an excessive amount of with 

height (variation ought to be but forty km/h between the 

ocean surface and also the troposphere). If the magnitude 

of wind modification with height is over 40km/h then the 

formation of cyclone is discontinuous or if a cyclone is 
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already fashioned then it weakens or destroy the tropical 

cyclone. 

These factors are not absolutely freelance and a few 

of them apply are gift over tropical waters throughout an 

oversized a part of the year are usually gift over the tropical 

oceans throughout the summer months). Albeit the higher 

than mentioned conditions are necessary for the formation 

and development of cyclones, cyclones don't continuously 

type within the presence of those conditions. Since cyclones 

don't type at specific locations over tropical oceans, factors 

that as a result of a personal storm to create varies in nature 

and degree compared to the overall factors listed. 

The tropical atmosphere is characterised by travel 

mesoscale wind packages that oscillate in and out of balance 

with their encompassing pressure fields. These travel wind 

fields ar capable of manufacturing temporary zones of sturdy 

wind convergence and divergence. Such wind fields are 

frequently visible within the tropical region within the form 

on short-lived tropical convective systems like cloud clusters 

or mesoscale convective systems. These mesoscale 

convections are the basic requirement for cyclone formation. 

Winds moving upward from lower atmospheric levels usually 

upward moving air within a low pressure system are 

sometimes able to penetrate to near the center of a cloud 

cluster then the conditions are favorable for the formation of 

tropical cyclones. 

After its initial formation, a cyclone usually moves 

over the oceans, in a direction away from the equator, for a 

few days to finally decay over the ocean or cross a coastline 

and decay over land. The typical lifetime of a tropical cyclone 

is 3-5 days but can sometimes last for 2-3 weeks if the cyclone 

remains over sea. During its lifetime, the cyclone can travel 

hundreds of kilometers, what is known as the cyclone’s track. 

Forecasting of cyclones involves the prediction of 

several interrelated features, such as the cyclone’s track, 

intensity, induced storm surges and accompanying rainfall, 

and the coastal areas threatened (Holland, 2009). Among all 

these interrelated features it is most important to know in 

which direction a cyclone will move so that the inhabitants of 

potentially affected areas can be warned well ahead of time, 

in this way minimizing damage to life and property. For this 

reason, forecasting of cyclone track has been considered as 

one of the most important forecasting functions by many 

meteorological offices around the world. As cyclones formed 

in different basins exhibit large variation in behavior, 

meteorological offices tend to use a combination of 

techniques to forecast cyclones in order to achieve highest 

possible accuracy and reliability. 

All statement techniques have in common that they 

take under consideration the recent-past behavior of this 

cyclone and/or the behavior of antecedently encountered, 

similar cyclones. Previous cyclones will be kind of like this 

one in terms of their creation within the same ocean basin 

and/or throughout identical season or perhaps identical month 

throughout a previous year. They will even be similar in terms 

of their behavior pattern they will have had an identical 

movement track because the gift cyclone has exhibited up 

until modern world. The fundamental assumption is that no 

matter forces ar touching this cyclone even have affected 

these previous cyclones, conjointly referred to as predictors, 

which finding out these predictors can so facilitate to forecast 

the track of this cyclone. Varied cyclone track statement 

techniques disagree, however, in however the past knowledge 

is chosen and the way the info are utilised.  

1) Averaging across previous cyclones  

2) Statistical modeling of previous cyclones  

3) Numerical and dynamical modeling of general 

meteorological and physical forces affecting cyclones  

4) Other ways of considering past data, for example, 

detection of reoccurring patterns by human experts  

III. BACKGROUND AND APPROACH 

In this paper we have a tendency to shortly describe the 

presently used cyclone track statement ways. In apply; these 

ways usually involve a mixture of techniques. We have got 

so chosen to cluster the assorted ways in step with the most 

technique.  

A. Tropical cyclone formation basins and their 

characteristics  

All tropical waters, except for the South Atlantic and the 

eastern South Pacific Ocean function as breeding grounds for 

low-pressure systems. The tropical and sub-tropical waters 

that support the formation and development of cyclones are 

called cyclone formation basins. There are seven such basins 

around the world.  

 Northwest Pacific basin  

 Northeast Pacific basin  

 North Atlantic basin  

 North Indian basin (Bay of Bengal and Arabian Sea)  

 Southwest Pacific basin  

 Southeast Indian Ocean basin, and  

 Southwest Indian Ocean basin  

These basins have completely different bottom-

profile, and therefore completely different water depth and 

mass and ocean surface temperature, leading to variations 

within the range of cyclones that are shaped annually and 

therefore the amount of the year throughout that cyclones 

occur. In most of the basins, cyclones typically type 

throughout the seasonal shift periods, however within the 

North Atlantic basin the situation is significantly different; 

here most of the hurricanes are shaped. 

The Northwest Pacific basin is taken into account to 

be the foremost active basin within the world (cyclone 

formation frequency is that the highest within the world). 

Cyclones type here throughout the year with a peak in 

frequency throughout an amount from July to Gregorian 

calendar month. Cyclones during this basin typically move 

towards north/northwest once formation. The Philippines, 

geographic area as well as China, Taiwan and Japan are all 

regions that ar plagued by cyclones shaped within the 

Northwest Pacific basin. The Northeast Pacific basin is that 

the second most active basin within the world 

Cyclones area unit fashioned during this basin of 

times throughout a amount from regarding period to finish of 

Nov. Cyclones fashioned during this basin usually hit the 

western components of North American country and Hawaii. 

In the Atlantic Ocean basin the amount of cyclone 

formation stretches from regarding starting of June to the top 

of Nov. The dominant cyclone track pattern during this basin 

is movement towards west and northwest when formation. 

Regions that area unit tormented by the cyclones fashioned 

during this basin embrace the Caribbean, Central America, 
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the Mexican gulf coasts of the us and North American 

country and components of japanese Canada. 

In the North Indian basin, cyclone formation amount 

is between April and Gregorian calendar month with 

formation frequency reaching its peak in Nov. basically, this 

area unit the transformation periods between seasons. 

Cyclones during this basin have an inclination to maneuver at 

first during a west or northwest direction. When AN initial 

amount, they move in the north and typically they'll 

additionally curve northeastwards. The countries principally 

tormented by cyclones during this basin area unit Asian 

country, Asian nation and Burma. 

From late Oct to early could is that the amount once 

cyclones area unit fashioned within the Southwest Pacific 

basin, with formation frequency peaking in late Feb and early 

March. When formation, cyclones during this basin typically 

moves westward and has an effect on the northeastern a part 

of Australia. 

The Southwest Ocean and also the Southeast Ocean 

have similar cyclone formation periods starting from late Oct 

to could. Cyclones fashioned within the Southeast Ocean 

have an effect on Northwestern Australia. Cyclones 

fashioned within the Southwest Ocean tend to maneuver west 

or southwestward and infrequently hit Madagascar or 

components of Southeastern Africa.  

B. Global Pattern of Tropical Cyclone Damage 

Cyclones will cause each robust up-shore winds and flooding 

in coastal areas, however the particular damages inflicted rely 

upon many factors, like disaster management capability, 

geographical options of the basin, land-use pattern, and also 

the socio-economic characteristics of the realm. Though 

solely five-hitter of the world tropical storms and three of the 

world tropical cyclones area unit fashioned within the North 

Indian basin, the casualties here area unit as high as eightieth 

of the world  

For example, the 1970 cyclone fashioned within the 

Bay of geographical area was the deadliest within the 

recorded history and caused quite 300 000 deaths in Asian 

country (Yang and Wang, 2005). As a result of the shallow 

Davy Jones at the outline, cyclones that cross Bangladesh 

coast area unit fairly often related to severe surges. This 

example is aggravated by the very fact that the common 

height of the coastal land is a smaller amount than four 

meters, with the consequence that surges will simply 

overflow the coastal areas and has a tendency to bring down 

large casualties and cause nice property harm. Additionally 

to Asian country, 2 neighboring countries also are of times 

tormented by tropical cyclones fashioned within the North 

Indian basin, specifically Asian nation and Burma though the 

amount casualties caused by cyclones in these 2 countries 

don't seem to be as high as in Asian country. 

C. Averaging Across Cyclones  

This type of techniques also are called extrapolation, as they 

extrapolate and average the cyclone’s current and recent-past 

movement (usually half dozen to twelve hours back in time) 

to supply a forecast of the cyclone’s future track. 

Extrapolation techniques area units are the only among all 

track foretelling technique. All variables poignant cyclone 

movement area unit assumed to be constant and, because the 

variables don't seem to be ever-changing, the cyclones area 

unit assumed to stay occupation constant direction as within 

the recent past. Forecast accuracy depends on precise choice 

of time-tagged recent-past positions of the present cyclone, 

because the previous positions and direction of the present 

cyclone area unit the sole 2 factors that area unit governing 

the longer term movement here. For brief term forecasts (12 

to twenty four hours ahead) extrapolation is satisfactory, 

except for future forecasts this family of cyclone foretelling 

techniques isn't adequate.  

IV. FORECASTING TECHNIQUES 

A. Statistical Forecasting Techniques 

Statistical forecasting techniques are mostly regression 

based.  

Many statistical cyclone forecasting techniques have 

been developed over the years; they can be divided into the 

following five major types:  

1) Climatologically-aware forecasting techniques  

2) Climatology and persistence forecasting techniques (do 

not include synoptic data)  

3) Statistical synoptic techniques  

4) Steering airflow determination, and  

5) Statistical-dynamical techniques3  

Both short-time (24 hours) and long-time (72 hours) 

forecasts can be produced using statistical techniques. 

The data used for foretelling, additionally referred to 

as the predictor knowledge set, is obtained from the current 

storm, from previous storms, synoptic analysis and numerical 

simulations. The most advantage of applied math techniques 

is that any combination of parameters or variables within the 

discovered knowledge set is taken into consideration. 

1) Climatologically-aware forecasting techniques  

Tropical cyclones fashioned within the same basin and 

through constant season have an inclination to maneuver on 

similar tracks (Holland, 2009). These observations have light-

emitting diode to the event of climatologically-aware 

foretelling techniques. The name refers to the very fact that 

seasonal differences area unit taken into consideration once 

choosing similar past cyclones. The climatologically-aware 

foretelling techniques are divided into the subsequent 3 teams 

supported predictor choice criteria and also the calculations 

used for forecasting: 

 Cyclone forecasting through calculation of mean motion 

of past cyclones  

 Analogue cyclone forecasting techniques  

 Cyclone forecasting techniques using Markov chains  

2) Cyclone forecasting through calculation of mean motion 

of past cyclones  

These tehniques contemplate the mean motion of all past 

tropical cyclones that have occurred at intervals the same 

period because the current cyclone (e.g. throughout a selected 

season in previous years. the chosen past cyclones are needed 

to own been set at intervals a couple of degrees latitude and 

great circle of the current cyclone. it's assumed that no matter 

forces square measure moving the current cyclone even have 

affected these past cyclones, and thus the mean motion of 

those past cyclones can facilitate to forecast the long run 

motion of the present cyclone. 

3) Analogue cyclone forecasting techniques  

Analogue cyclone statement techniques dissent from 

meteorology mean motion detection techniques, in this 

they're additional selective once selecting predictors (past 
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cyclones). rather than taking into consideration all the past 

cyclones that have antecedently occurred within the same 

basin, and at intervals a selected spatial  and temporal frame, 

analogue techniques to boot limit the set of predictors by 

criteria on the speed and direction of movement: These ought 

to be like the present cyclone’s speed and movement direction 

4) Cyclone forecasting techniques based on Markov chains  

Markov chains check with a sequence of states within which 

every state depends solely on the previous state. For cyclone 

track statement, Markoff chains will be outlined on the idea 

of the climatological characteristics of previous cyclones that 

arose within the same ocean basin throughout a similar time 

of year. A Markov chain that's created during this approach 

contains transition possibilities indicating if the cyclone can 

amendment its speed and direction in a very bound approach. 

Once the transition possibilities for the previous cyclones are 

determined, the present cyclone will be forecasted 

exploitation a similar transition possibilities.  

B. Climatology and persistence techniques 

Under constant part conditions a cyclone continues to 

maneuver within the same direction. The cluster of 

techniques that has been developed supported this 

observation is understood as averaging across occurrences or 

extrapolation. These techniques will turn out satisfactory 

forecasts for short-run periods (usually for 6 to 12 hours). 

because the part state of affairs doesn't stay constant at 

intervals a cyclonic system, for semipermanent forecasts 

(from 24 to 72 hours) it's necessary to grasp that part forces 

square measure governing the cyclone track. This info will be 

obtained through assessing historical cyclone tracks within 

the same basin because the current cyclone, and beneath 

similar part conditions (climatological data) because the 

presently ruling ones. The cluster of techniques that considers 

historical knowledge beneath similar part conditions once 

statement the present cyclone track is understood as 

climatologically-aware statement techniques. 

C. Statistical Synoptic Techniques 

Height over water level and atmospheric pressure square 

measure reciprocally connected. This gradual reduction of 

atmospheric pressure with increasing height can also cause 

alternative changes in part variables. Taking into sixteen 

account part info from totally different pressure levels could 

increase the accuracy of the cyclone statement techniques. 

This insight regarding the importance of the variation of 

atmospheric pressure levels at totally different geopotential 

heights contributed to the event of applied mathematics 

synoptic techniques. These techniques contemplate as well as 

current and 24 hours previous high-ranking geopotential 

height knowledge, as a very important think about cyclone 

statement. The extra use of geopotential height knowledge 

together of the predictors has created these techniques stand 

out from the meteorology and persistence techniques. For 

short- and medium-term forecast (≤ 48 hours) these applied 

mathematics and synoptic techniques perform slightly higher 

than meteorology and persistence techniques.  

D. Cyclone forecasting through steering airflow 

determination  

Similarly to the applied mathematics synoptic techniques, 

cyclone statement through steering flowing determination 

conjointly uses part info from totally different part levels, 

with the essential distinction that steering flowing 

determination techniques don't take into consideration 

climatological and persistence predictors throughout 

analysis. Instead, these techniques contemplate cyclones as a 

vortex purpose enclosed by flowing in such some way that 

the direction and speed of the cyclone will be approximated 

by those of its close winds. To see the suitable atmospheric 

pressure level or levels which will management the direction 

and speed of the cyclone, associate atmospheric pressure 

chart is compiled showing the atmospheric pressure gradients 

across the cyclone for numerous atmospheric pressure levels.  

E. Techniques based on satellite image interpretation 

Cyclones sometimes move massive distances over the 

tropical oceans before they create landfall. As cyclones pay 

most of their life over tropical oceans, elaborated info 

throughout their life cycle cannot be collected exploitation 

ground based mostly observations. At a similar time, there are 

a necessity to look at these cyclones in the maximum amount 

detail as doable, since information of their formation and 

former movement pattern is vital once manufacturing cyclone 

track and landfall forecasts. although the utilization of 

satellite pictures is common for many of the operational 

cyclone statement techniques nowadays, some techniques use 

satellite pictures because the primary knowledge supply once 

manufacturing cyclone track forecasts. As satellite-image-

based techniques use applied mathematics equations to 

interpret satellite pictures and turn out forecast for cyclones, 

they are mentioned beneath applied mathematics techniques. 

F. Dynamical and numerical cyclone forecasting techniques 

Two totally different processes square measure concerned in 

energizing cyclone statement. Some techniques forecast the 

track of the tropical cyclone vortex exploitation equations 

describing the physical forces moving the cyclone. Others use 

the wind prognoses at totally different atmospheric pressure 

levels from world or regional models to search out the 

acceptable pressure that best resembles the motion of the 

cyclone vortex, like steering flowing determination 

techniques. 

These techniques approximate the physical behavior 

of the atmosphere through numerical approximation of 

mathematical equations which describe the dynamics of 

weather systems and the physical forces behind cyclone 

formation and development. For this reason, they are called 

numerical. As these techniques work by modeling the 

different environmental forces affecting the cyclone, they are 

not dependent on the climatological data of the basin. This 

distinctive feature enables these techniques to perform in 

situations when suitable climatological data from the given 

basin. 

V. CONCLUSIONS  

Following conclusions of the study are: 

1) Accurate cyclone track statement needs precise empiric 

knowledge of the present cyclone, furthermore as top 

quality historical knowledge that reveal typical patterns 

in cyclone movement. The crucial factors for correct 

track forecasts square measure sophisticated choice of 

appropriate analogues from the historical knowledge, 

and proper identification of these variables among the 

chosen knowledge that have an effect on the cyclone’s 
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track. The selection of statement technique has 

respectable significance for the accuracy of statement.  

2) Persistence statement techniques square measure the best 

among the cyclone statement techniques, as they use 

solely the present movement and up to date past 

movement of the cyclone. Persistence techniques may be 

used for short-run forecast however aren't significantly 

sensible for semi permanent forecasts.  

3) Climatology statement techniques take into account the 

tracks and generally the speed of historical cyclones 

within the same ocean basin because the current cyclone, 

with the belief that similar climatological forces are 

poignant of these previous cyclones. These techniques 

square measure so extremely hooked in to the provision 

of historical empiric knowledge. Meteorology statement 

techniques square measure associate degree 

improvement over persistence techniques, they're not 

absolutely adequate for semi permanent forecasts.  

4) Integration of meteorology and persistence techniques 

will give a lot of correct forecasts than the two techniques 

may do separately. Such combined techniques square 

measure employed by most cyclone statement centers to 

provide 12-72-hour forecasts. .  

5) As synoptic techniques use geopotential height 

knowledge, these techniques square measure higher 

ready to capture the part structure of the cyclonic system 

and square measure ready to manufacture higher 

forecasts than the meteorology and persistence 

techniques. 

6) Dynamical models are based on numerical 

approximation of mathematical equations that model part 

forces and square measure so not therefore hooked in to 

climatological analogues. Technically, these models 

square measure extremely advanced and might 

manufacture correct forecasts see you later because the 

underlying models may be initiated properly.  

7) The disability of purely statistical forecasting incapacity 

of statement techniques to handle cyclones with a posh 

track (recurving or looping) inspired the event of applied 

mathematics ever-changing techniques. These 

techniques will forecast cyclones with recurving or 

process track with affordable accuracy.  

8) Empirical techniques could also be a good higher choice, 

however these techniques square measure extremely 

hooked in to the ability of the predictor. These techniques 

have discovered the likelihood of employing a single 

knowledge supply (in this case satellite images) for 

cyclone track and intensity statement and wind-

component analysis 
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